How To Guide for ACRE + Little Sis Webinar Series #2Strengthening the Demand: “Defund the Wealthy"
People around the U.S. are demanding that cities defund their local police departments. This
webinar encourages us to take that demand one step further, and highlights the relationships
between corporations and policing. We know that cutting the police budget is a first step
towards the world we want to see but in order to fully fund our communities and invest in the
things we need we must also redirect funding from the institutions that support policing.
This guide is a quick “how to” on digging into city budgets and finding out which bad actors are
looting money from your city’s budget via tax subsidies.
Guide to Sections:
How to Dig Into Your City’s Budget *
How to Find the Tools Looters Use
How to ID the Bad Actors and Wall Street Backers *
Practice Scenarios *

Shareable Link to How To Guide Here

How To Dig Into Your City’s Budget
We are going to find the city’s general fund and police department portion of the general
fund, as a percentage. We will use Philadelphia as an example.
Step 1: Google [city name] city budget. I am going to use the third link on google for this example.

Step 2: Find the current fiscal years’ approved budget (in most cases this will be FY 2020)
●

Note: Sometimes “Budget in brief” documents are helpful too and easier to navigate!

Step 4: Download the Budget in Brief
Step 5: Look at the Table of Contents
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●

Note: This can also help you find the departments you are looking for.

Step 6: Use the Table of Contents to find a summary of the operating budget’s general fund:
●

Note: Why the General Fund? The general fund is the primary pot of money used to fund public

services in cities. General fund is the most common name, but it could have others.

This is on page 19 or page 22 of the pdf
Answer: The total General Fund budget for FY21 is $4,581,793,000

Step 7: ID the police department/public safety department budget (general fund expenditures in
the department)
● In the case that it is public safety, subtract Fire/EMS from the total budget to find the
police department total (in most cases, this will be its own line item)
Pro Tip: Do a Search document for what you are looking for. Search Police.
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Navigate to page 77 to find the answer.
Answer: $727,007,734
Step 8 : Divide the total General Fund budget expenditures by the police department total
expenditures
$727,007,734/ $4,581,793,000= 16% of Philly’s general fund is dedicated to policing.
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How To Find The Tools Looters Use
Part A- Google to Find Their Tools
Step 1: Do a simple google search “forgone tax revenue [enter your city]” or “tax breaks [in
city]”
● Look for the types of economic development incentives that they are using and take note
- they are probably the programs you want to change.
● Figure out at what level they operate- is it a city incentive? State? Federal?

Step 2: Click on useful sources and document the types of tax subsidies these cities use. They
may be the ones you want to campaign on

Part B- Use the Good Jobs First Taxbreaker Tracker
Step 1: Go to the Goods Jobs First Taxbreaker Tracker
Step 2: Use the dropdowns and select your city and state and click search.
● Note: In the [locality] drop down, there are some other options in here- like school
districts so pick what works for you!
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Step 3: Select the type of tax break you are interested in learning more about or download all
the data for your city.
● Note: This is useful in counting up how much money corporations are siphoning away
from your city budget!
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How ID the Bad Actors and Wall Street Backers
Part A- Follow these steps If you do not have a working knowledge of the bad
actors in your city or state
Step 1: Go to the Good Jobs First Subsidy Tracker
Step 2: In option 1, use the [states] drop down, select your state only or use the [Parent
Headquarters] drop down and select your state.

Step 3: Scroll down to the bottom of the screen and click search.
● This will populate a comprehensive list of companies that received subsidies in your
state.
● Google to the company’s headquarters or location in your city.
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Step 4: In your own document, list the companies located in your city with information on the
type of subsidies they receive.

Part B- Follow these steps If you do have a working knowledge of the bad actors
in your city or state
Step 1: Go to the Good Jobs First Subsidy Tracker
Step 2: Using the option 1 drop down, select the parent company only.

Step 3: Scroll down to the bottom of the screen and click search.
● This will populate a comprehensive list of subsidies that company received.
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Step 4: Note whether or not the company is publicly traded in the [ownership structure] section
at the top of the screen.
● If it is, you can continue to Part C.

Part C- Finding Wall Street Backers of Publicly Traded Companies
Step1: ID the company you want to research. (For this example, we will continue to use
Aramark)
Step 2: Go to Yahoo Finance and type in the name of the company in the search tool and
search.

Step 3: Scroll down and click on Holders

Step 4: Look at top institutional holders. These are the Wall Street actors behind the company!
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Workshop Scenarios
(How To Guides with Answers are Linked in the Scenarios)
Full Group Webinar Link

Scenario 1
● Community members in the City of Miami want to defund their police and fully fund their
public services. They’ve decided to push the city council to slash the city budget in half
and state officials to increase state taxes on corporations who aren’t paying their fair
share.
● Research Questions: How much is Miami spending on police in FY20? What % of the
general fund is spent on policing? Who are the top two corporate looters receiving tax
subsidies in the state of Florida?

Scenario 2
● Cities in Texas are tired of how corporate friendly the state is. But communities are much
in need of investment. Community members are developing a pay your fair share
campaign, but need some help.
● Research Questions: How much money is Austin spending on public services through
the general fund in 2019? (Find the general total for 2019) How much money did Texas
give away in subsidies in between?

Scenario 3
● Illinois grassroots organizations are continuously pit against each other when fighting for
community based reparations at both the city and state levels. They don’t want to fight
for crumbs, they want to grow the pot. They’ve decided to do some research before
sitting down to develop demands.
● Research Questions: Who were the top 5 subsidy recipients (by dollar amount) in
Illinois? Who are there Wall Street backers?
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Scenario 1 How To Guide
Community members in the City of Miami,FL want to defund their police and fully fund their
public services. They’ve decided to push the city council to slash the city budget in half and
state officials to increase state taxes on corporations who aren’t paying their fair share.
● Research Questions: How much is Miami spending on police in FY20? What % of the
general fund is spent on policing? Who are the top two corporate looters receiving tax
subsidies in the state?
Step 1:  Google to find the City of Miami Budget Site (site is linked here)

Step 2: Click on the operating budget link for the correct fiscal year. (We are looking for
FY20) Download the link.

Step 3: Review the first few pages of the document and the table of contents.
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Step 4: Find the total amount allocated to the general fund for FY 2019-20.
The answer is: $808,633,000
● We are looking for this number because the research questions ask for the police budget
as a % of the general fund. So let’s find the general fund number first since its the largest
pot of money in the budget.
● There are multiple ways to find this, but if you completed Step 3, you should have seen
this number in the last column, first row of page 4.

●

It is also on page 14.

Step 5: Find the total amount allocated to the police budget.
The answer is: $265,621,000
● Go to the table of contents and look for a line that focuses on the general fund and
departments. It lists this:

●

The answer is on page 17.
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●
●
●
●

●

You can also go to the department budgets, as listed in the table of contents.
The police department budget starts on page 297.
Scroll through the department budget.
On page 299 you will see a breakdown of the department's expenditures or spending.
○ This is the more comprehensive look at the police department budget. And it is
recommended that you review the department budgets to see a full picture of
how money is being spent.
The Department spending by fund is listed on page 299 also. Remember we are only
looking at the general fund for FY 2019-2020

Now we have the answers to the first two research questions.
● How much is Miami spending on police in FY20? $265,621,000
● What % of the general fund is spent on policing? $265,621,000/$808,633,000= 32.85%
Almost done….
The second research question asks us to find the top two looters in the state.
Answer: Scripps Research Institute and Northrop Gruman
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So let’s start with the good jobs first subsidy tracker.
Step 1: Once you are at the Subsidy Tracker, search for the state of Florida only.

●

This will return an exhaustive list of companies.

●

You’ve got your answer! The top 2 recipients of subsidies over time are Scripps
Research Institute and Northrop Gruman.
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Scenario 2 How To Guide
Cities in Texas are tired of how corporate friendly the state is while Black and Brown
communities in Austin are in dire need of investment. Community members are developing a
pay your fair share campaign, but need some help.
●

Research Questions: How much money is Austin,TX spending via the general fund in
FY 2019? How much money did Texas give away in subsidies to the top parent
companies in the state?

First we want to find how much money Austin TX allocated in spending via its general Fund.
Answer: $1,030,109,508
Step 1: Google [Austin City Budget]

Step 2: Go to the budget website (this one was actually a bit hard to find)
Step 3: Because we want the approved city budget, scroll down and click on Fiscal Year
2019-20 to download the file.
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Step 4: Open the budget and review the table of contents. We are looking for the general fund
total to answer our first research question.
Step 5: Scroll through the table of contents until you see funds or fund summary. There is a
fund summary on page 362.

Step 6: We want to make sure this is the general fund and we see that the general fund
summary is listed on page 362.
Step 7: Find the total amount that was spent in 2018-19 by scrolling down to the “department
requirements” or department spending total.
● We see the general fund total spending for the fiscal year is noted at $1,030,109,508 on
page 363.
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Almost done… we still need to know much money did Texas give away in subsidies?
Answer: $3,855,653,427
Step 1: Go to the Good Jobs First Subsidy Tracker and scroll down to the search form.
Step 2:  Go to Option 1 and select [Texas] from the states dropdown.

This should generate a comprehensive list of subsidies in the state.

Add up these numbers and you have your answer! $3,855,653,427
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Scenario 3
Illinois grassroots organizations are continuously pit against each other when fighting for funding
at both the city and state levels. They don’t want to fight for crumbs, they want to grow the pot.
They’ve decided to do some research before sitting down to develop demands.
● Research Questions: Who were the top 3 subsidy recipients (by dollar amount) in
Illinois in 2019? Who are their Wall Street backers?
Step 1 - Visit https://www.goodjobsfirst.org/subsidy-tracker and scroll down to the search form.
Step 2 - Using the drop down menu for Option 1, Search by Parent Company Name and/or
Other Variables. Select the state of Illinois, and hit Search at the bottom of the page.

Step 3 - The tracker gives us a list of the top 5 subsidy recipients. (Unfortunately, it isn’t by year)
We’re interested in the parent companies and their total subsidies in the State.
Answer: Sears, Mitsubishi Group and Lenovo
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Almost done, but now we need to know who their Wall Street Backers are!
Step 1 - Record this list of the top 5 parent companies. Click on the links to each company to
understand what kind of subsidies each one receives, and identify whether or not a company is
publicly traded. For some companies there will be a stock ticker symbol, which you can use in
the next step.

Step 2 - Visit https://finance.yahoo.com/, and using your list of companies, enter in the company
name or stock ticker symbol to be more accurate, for example SHLDQ
Step 3: Move to the right and click on the holders tab.

Darn! S
 ears doesn’t list their major shareholders. While frustrating, this is not uncommon with
free search tools. For more advanced researchers, there are other ways to find these major
shareholders, like SEC filings, for example, but we’ll save that for another training.
For now, let’s try the next company on the list, Mitsubishi Corporation.
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A little better. There’s one shareholder, Parametric Portfolio Associates. *Note: Sometimes
it’s hard to distinguish between the parent company and subsidiaries. The names should give
you a clue, for example a holding company isn’t a parent. You might have to try a few to find the
one you think is the parent.
Let’s try one more Lenovo… Well that didn’t work either!

But here’s one extra step just to make sure….

Step 1: Let’s find out who owns Lenovo by googling [Lenovo parent company]
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Our search reveals that Legend Holdings actually owns Lenovo.

Step 2: Go to Yahoo Finance and search for Legend Holdings
Step 3: Go to the Holders tab (to the right) to see the holders

Boom! These are some Wall Street backers of the company!
● Vanguard, iShares (owned by BlackRock), Invesco
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